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Summary
Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.2.84.
 New Features

Improvements
Fixes

New Features, Improvements and Fixes

New Features
1. Workforce Report SRF322 Workflow Requests Submitted after cut off has been created to show KPI

information on requests submitted either after the transports cut off time, or after the cut off defined in the report criteria. [#14980, # 21423]

2. Workforce Report SRF321 SAM Meal Numbers has been created to show the number of meals required based on bookings in SAM. This report
is based on the SAM meal numbers report. [#21203]

3. SMS101 Accommodation Departures SMS has been created to allow SMS messages to be sent on a schedule based on the departure
information of people from a camp.

Improvements
1. The Profile Summary in Workflow has been updated to allow other fields to be added. This includes custom fields and group fields which have not

previously been available. [#21671 ]

2. The profile summary and the workflow comments sections are expanded or collapsed depending on how the user last saw the sections. [#20266]

3. The Workflow Task Panel has been updated to allow multiple camps to be selected in the Advanced Search.

4. Event Management has been updated to allow the upload spreadsheet columns to be in any order, so long as the columns are named identically
as downloaded.

To change the order of columns, cut the existing column and use the insert cut cells option in Excel. This will retain the drop down lists for the
various fields. [#18850]

5. Workforce Report SRF306 Nightly Run Audit has been updated to optionally allow successfully run rosters to be included.

6. Workflow has been updated to include details in the Task Panel if a request includes flights. [#20484]

7. Exporting the Task Panel in Workflow has been updated to include if the request includes flights. [#21286]

8. Profile Groups and Tabs have been updated to allow their visibility to be set for Workflow Requestors. [#21841]

9. The Workflow Onsite Popup has been updated to only show the room number if the user has a valid SAM Login. [#21757]

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue where the Shift Visual tab could not be updated in the Folio when creating a booking for a new profile. [#21596]

2. Fixed an issue with the Frequent Flyer popup where the Save and Cancel buttons could be over top of an input field when a large number of
programs are configured. [#21664]

3. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF250 Workflow KPI where the DateTimeActioned in the raw data was not showing the time component.
[#21657]

4. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF316 Workflow KPI Detail where the DateTimeActioned on the raw data was not showing the time.
[#21657]

5. Fixed an issue where the Roster Preview would advise transports would be overbooked even though existing confirmed bookings would be re-
used.

6. Fixed an issue where the Folio would move a room owner out of their room, even though it was available for part of the booking period.

7. Fixed an issue with Workflow and Workforce Reporting user management pages could fill in blank username and password fields if the user had
saved their own credentials in the browser.

8. Fixed an issue where SMS100 Accommodation Arrivals SMS could timeout when there was a large number of arrivals. [#21828]
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9. Fixed an issue where Workforce Report SRF320 Workflow Approval Time KPI where long comments on the request would cause an error.
[#21836]

10. Fixed an issue where SAM Reports may not be able to be created as the Excel template had been removed. [#21862]
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